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Abstract Over the last decade noticeable progress has occurred in automated computer
interpretation of visual information. Computers running artificial intelligence algorithms are
growingly capable of extracting perceptual and semantic information from images, and
registering it as metadata. There is also a growing body of manually produced image
annotation data. All of this data is of great importance for scientific purposes as well as for
commercial applications. Optimizing the usefulness of this, manually or automatically pro-
duced, information implies its precise and adequate expression at its different logical levels,
making it easily accessible, manipulable and shareable. It also implies the development of
associated manipulating tools. However, the expression and manipulation of computer vision
results has received less attention than the actual extraction of such results. Hence, it has
experienced a smaller advance. Existing metadata tools are poorly structured, in logical terms,
as they intermix the declaration of visual detections with that of the observed entities, events
and comprising context. This poor structuring renders such tools rigid, limited and cumber-
some to use. Moreover, they are unprepared to deal with more advanced situations, such as the
coherent expression of the information extracted from, or annotated onto, multi-view video
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resources. The work here presented comprises the specification of an advanced XML based
syntax for the expression and processing of Computer Vision relevant metadata. This proposal
takes inspiration from the natural cognition process for the adequate expression of the
information, with a particular focus on scenarios of varying numbers of sensory devices,
notably, multi-view video.

Keywords Metadata .Multi-view video .Multimedia annotation . Computer vision . Cognition

1 Introduction

Over the last three decades the research on Computer Vision (CV) has increased significantly,
benefiting from a favourable scientific, technological and commercial context – computers grew in
power, individual cameras and camera networks have become ubiquitous and pervasive [17] as well
as their applications. In 2013 theBritish Security IndustryAuthority (BSIA) estimated there are up to
5.9million CCTV cameras in the UK [1]. Another example is that of the Chinese city of Chongqing
which, as of 2011, had 510,000 surveillance cameras installed [24]. Unlike other types of sensors,
video cameras can provide a wide field of view and a good space-time resolution [18], which
favours the continuous proliferation of video surveillance systems. Moreover, the access to high
quality and inexpensive video cameras and their integration in personal devices, such as mobile
phones, has increased their penetration and made them a part of everyday life [5, 7]. There is also a
growing desire for detailed content description in the media industry to enrich its current, and
archived, products. The research community is also developing a growing interest in the automated
interpretation of reality through the processing of video (and other media). This evolution has been
accompanied by a proliferation of powerful computers with ever reducing size and by an increase of
the speed and ubiquitousness of communication networks.

Despite their continuous advances, the practical surveillance systems, media annotation
tools and CV provisions currently deployed, or the widespread video camera technology in
use, are still unable to provide the desired autonomous analysis. This limitation implies that the
billions of hours of video captured worldwide are typically stored and, only in some cases,
analysed a posteriori, e.g. for Bforensic^ purposes [1, 24]. User produced video content is
either stored (and frequently ignored), or shared on-line together with, typically poor, user
produced describing metadata.

The practical and efficient exploitation of the existing massive quantity of visual informa-
tion requires an automatic processing and interpretation to extract higher level information.
This increasing demand for automated video processing and analysis has led to the develop-
ment of a growing body of work in automated object detection and tracking. It has also
rendered evident the need to associate the extracted meta-information with the video content so
as to enable a richer and wider range of uses.

Such an association is also of critical importance for research, especially in the field of CV.
The assessment of validity for CV techniques is commonly performed comparing the out-
comes obtained through such techniques, with a reference (commonly known as ground truth
(GT)). However, it is difficult to generate such information, as it is a cumbersome job,
especially when detailed pixel-based references are needed.

Given the aforementioned considerations, there is a thriving demand for the development of
tools for automated processing and analysis of video, which are able to perform the detection
(segmentation) of relevant visual patterns and the interpretation of the observed scenes. Given
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the growing volume of available video content and the automaticity and productivity of the
desired mechanisms, the information that will result, from said automated analysis, will also be
complex and, inevitably, voluminous. Hence, the associated metadata needs to be structured
and registered in a manner which is adequate for a flexible manipulation and exploitation.
Such mechanisms enhance the richness of the visual contents and their reuse.

Several solutions have been developed for the expression and structuring of the information
produced by automated processing and interpretation of video media. However, the main focus
of CV research has been placed on the actual processing of video content and not on the
expression, storage andmanipulation of the extracted information. As a result, the existing tools
for the expression of multimedia metadata are still in a phase of considerable immaturity. They
are, commonly, expressively rigid and implement an inadequate separation of the information
pertaining to different logical/cognitive levels. For instance, the definition of a region of interest
(ROI) in an image (frame) is at a different logical level than that of the identification of the entity
or event that is observed in that region. The two types of information should be represented in
an interrelated, but separate manner; this is frequently not the case. This results in the
formulation of cumbersome information constructs that are not practical to use or exploit.

In the current technological and research context it is clear that the existing tools, for the
expression and manipulation of metadata produced by CValgorithms, are far from being agile,
flexible and scalable solutions. There is also a scarcity of tools for the expression of meta-
information, extracted from visual content, which can support more complex situations in
terms of the dimensionality of the contents, specifically multi-view scenarios. In this paper we
present a metadata format, named Cognitive Digital Object Format (COG), defined to address
the mentioned limitations. Moreover, we describe a tool developed to create and manipulate
that metadata, as proof-of-content. The defined metadata format takes a loose inspiration in the
natural cognition process to enable a comprehensive but flexible and logically correct expres-
sion of all the information extractable from 1-to-n dimensional video object (multiview video
comprising 1-to-n videos captured from different viewpoints), at the level of detection (i.e.
segmentation), perception (logical association of ROIs across frames and streams) and inter-
pretation (identification of entities and events).

Section 2 describes related work in the field of multimedia characterizing metadata
languages and of their manipulation. It points out current insufficiencies and identifies how
they should be addressed. Section 3 describes the COG format and section 4 presents its
validation through a software tool that was prepared to enable the swift manipulation of the
metadata and thus its experimental testing. Section 5 highlights the contributions of this work
and section 6 presents our concluding remarks.

2 Expressing computer vision results

2.1 Introduction

CV research focuses on the development of algorithms and mechanisms for the automated
processing and interpretation of visual information, captured from the real world, with the aim of
producing symbolic (meaningful) representations of the observed realities. Said visual information
may be registered as still or moving images, and have varying dimensionalities (varying number of
viewpoints). CV encompasses many different areas including: scene reconstruction [13]; event
detection or action recognition [26]; video tracking; object recognition [6]; object (e.g. head) pose
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estimation [25]; motion estimation; and image restoration [9, 22, 23]. For all these areas, it is
important that the resulting information can be expressed and registered for storage, sharing or
processing at a later time; another important aspect is the representation of reference information for
assessment of the algorithms [2, 3]. However, this expression has received less attention from the
scientific community than the processing of the visual information. Nonetheless, some contributions
can be found in the literature. In the remaining sub-sections the most relevant of such developments
are presented and their shortcomings explained.

2.2 State of the art

MPEG-7 [11], particularly its Audiovisual Description Profile (AVDP) [8], is an obvious candidate
language for the expression of CV results. It was defined for describing the results of automatic
multimedia analysis and enables the description of a comprehensive set of characteristics, features
and contents of visual media, including the ability to tag specific information in each or multiple
frames. However, it is a complex tool to use. Its conception was especially focused on the needs and
characteristics of the media broadcasting industry, and not on those of the CV community, nor does
it try to recreate the logical structure of the natural (i.e. human) cognition process [14]. As a result its
constructs are not optimally suited for the expression of CV results.

The work presented in [10], coming out of project CAVIAR [15], proposes an XML based
Computer Vision Markup Language (CVML) for the expression of the information extracted
by computer vision tools. CVML is a versatile and light tool that enables the expression of a
broad range of visually extracted information. However, it intermixes the description of aspects
of the observed realities that are at different logical levels; for instance, it groups together the
description of image (frame) segments (i.e. the description of detections), with the description
of higher level aspects, such as the identity of the observed entity, its role in some specific
context and the description of the surrounding scenario. Its capabilities for the description of
relationships between entities and events, based on the definition of groups, are also limited
and cumbersome. Unlike COG it does not establish any clear separation between the detection,
identification and interpretation levels of the understanding of reality. Hence, CVML lacks in
global clarity, flexibility and logical correctness.

The work presented in [21] proposes a metadata model (the Surveillance Application
Metadata, or SAM, model), capable of describing the (online and offline) analysis results of
sensory input of various types. It focusses on expressing such results as a set of time lines
containing events and in a manner that enables the concise definition of dense spatio-temporal
information such as object trajectories. However, even if it can employ any controlled
vocabulary for the description of the observed reality, this model’s basic logical structure is
geared towards the description of surveillance relevant aspects. As a result it is event centred,
placing a considerable focus on the description of trajectories. Consequently, it is not an
optimal tool for the description of every type of observed reality. Furthermore, like most tools
in this filed, it intermixes the declaration of logically separate realities (such as events and the
sensory devices that captured such events).

The ViPER project [16] has also developed an XML based language for the expression of
GT information for visual data to be employed for the evaluation of CV algorithms' perfor-
mance. This language was intended for the annotation of information pertaining to practically
any type of real world entity or event (i.e. reality), over video media. However, it aggregates
detection information per observed entity or event. Even if linking it to specific frame spans, it
does not aggregate that information on a temporally sequential basis bound to sequential
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frames. As a result (like most solutions in this field), it intermixes detection metadata – ROI
defining data – with metadata performing the identification and further characterization of the
observed realities – identification and characterization data. ViPER’s language provides only
for a rigid declaration of relationships between detections from different frame spans,
pertaining to the same observed reality, as it does so by placing them within a common parent
metadata construct that identifies the observed reality. Hence the ViPER language is not
adequately structured to access and display the information that it carries (the bounding boxes
that define image regions, i.e. detections), in real-time to enable, for instance, the display of
bounding boxes over playing video.

None of the existing metadata tools for multimedia annotation or for the expression of computer
vision data extraction results, with the possible exception ofMPEG-7AVDP [20], is prepared to deal
with multi-view scenarios. Hence, they are under equipped (or not at all) to enable the expression of
interrelations between detections from (simultaneous) frames of different video streams, and of the
interrelations of such detections and the realities observed in them.

2.3 The way forward

From the analysis of the current state of the art, presented in section 2.2, it becomes clear that
there is still ample room and necessity for progress. The development of the existing tools has
typically lacked a clear, and logically correct, guiding strategy, and there is also a nearly
complete lack of support of multi-view scenarios. The needed tools should essentially be able
to describe, or function as registries of, a synthetic cognitive experience. They, hence, stand
only to gain from taking inspiration from the human cognitive process, and using it as a
guiding analogy. This will enable an adequate arrangement of the expression of the different
components of cognition, from the lower level aspects (i.e. the detection of visual shapes and
patterns), to the higher level ones (i.e. the semantic interpretation), in a manner that does not
just randomly mixes them all up.

Such tools should enable a layered and independent expression of the different levels of
cognitive experiences. These should be connected through explicit and dynamic means that
enable an agile attachment and detachment of such connections. Furthermore, the metadata
tools should be prepared to coherently deal with the characterization/annotation of media from
a multi-view scenario. Also, the extracted, or produced, information should be structured in a
manner that facilitates its simultaneous reproduction/presentation together with the source
media content.

3 Metadata format

3.1 Rationale

The automatic sensing and interpretation of reality has been occurring since immemorial times
and has evolved together with living organisms, enabling them to understand and operate in the
world [19]. The present quest for the development of cyber-physical systems capable of auto-
matically sensing and interpreting reality, seeks to recreate, and possibly expand, the already
native capabilities of biological organisms. Systems capable of sensing (e.g. image capture by
cameras), processing and interpreting the outer world (e.g. image processing), may thus be seen as
an artificial equivalent, albeit simpler, of the naturally evolved nervous systems.
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Under the present analogy, and taking inspiration on the views of [12] on the stages of
vision, the information objects resulting from the overall process of image capture and
processing can be equated to registries of cognitive events comprising the registry of [4]: 1)
sensory stimulae received from the world - the video content captured by cameras; 2)
perceptions realized upon the basic sensory content corresponding to the division of shapes,
forms and motions in the video content - image regions delineation and interconnection across
frames and views; and 3) interpretations built upon the earlier perceptions that associate them
to concepts of specific entities and events.

These parallels indicate that an approach based on the cerebral-cognitive operation for the
description of the overall information objects in scope is advantageous, as it is enables
profiting from the already existing examples of natural cognition and is well prepared to deal
with the predictable evolution of these cyber-physical systems, paving the way for future
developments. It will allow the development of complex information objects that structure the
different logical components of image capture, analysis and interpretation into separate, but
intricately related, parts and attain a high degree of flexibility, scalability and ease of manip-
ulation. Based on this insight, we defined a metadata format for the expression of the
perceptive and interpretative inferences realized upon the base visual information, possibly
composed of multiple views.

3.2 Definition

3.2.1 Overview

The natural apprehension of reality starts from the sensing of stimulae. It then proceeds with
the processing of that information for the detection of patterns and shapes, and onto the
interpretation and valuation of the latter through their association to concepts of entities and
events. The defined metadata format expresses the information resulting from the processing
of video divided into three main levels. The most basic level (detection) comprises only the
delineation of detections of specific visual patterns in particular points of sensory content
(media files), i.e. the definition of image ROIs (frame segments), in which some specific event
or entity is visually observable. The top level (interpretation) comprises the expression of
semantic concepts which represent entities and events. The middle level (identification)
performs the linking between the two previous levels. It associates different, possibly simul-
taneous, image segments (segments of frames captured from different points of view in a
multi-view scenario spanning the same temporal extent), and also associates these to the
concepts (of entities and events), defined at the level of interpretation.

The COG format thus enables the weaving of a complex, multi-layered mesh connecting
detections realized over different sensations (video streams) captured from different, and synchro-
nized, sensory devices (different cameraswith different viewpoints), to the concepts that describe the
entities or events that are observed within the mentioned detections. This mesh can be easily
manipulated to establish, or remove, connections between specific concepts and spacio-temporal
segments, where the entity or event represented by the concept is observable.

The proposed metadata format is also intended to support the perceptual and semantic
annotation of multi-view video objects. These are composed by multiple video streams that
result from the simultaneous capture, by different cameras, of visual information pertaining to
the same scene or physical space. Each captured stream is composed by a sequence of frames
and the total set of frames from all the streams may be transversely divided (in regards to the
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time axis), into (approximately) simultaneous frame groups. Each such group is composed by
a frame of each stream.

Each individual frame corresponds to a base visual registry, in which a specific set of
detections may be realized. Each detection may be graphically defined by a polygon located
within the space of the frame, and is associated to higher level information that performs the
expression of the identification/interpretation of the realities (entities or events) observable in
the defined regions.

As a result, the metadata’s structure is divided into four levels: one level technically
characterizing the media files and three levels carrying the interpretative metadata. Figure 1
provides a graphic representation of these levels, and their relationships, which are:

& Capture – declares and describes the most relevant technical aspects of the sensory
(visual) information. It declares the captured streams and describes their characteristics,
(e.g. frame rate, resolution, etc.);

& Detection – registers the data coming out of the visual detection of objects of interest,
which correspond to effective realities captured on frames. It registers the polygons that
circumscribe the identified visual objects in the different frames of a simultaneous frame
group, along with the corresponding frames;

& Identification – registers the associations detected between visual information contained
within regions (circumscribed by polygons) of different simultaneous frames (the frames
in a frame group). It also registers the connection between these groups of associated
polygons to the symbols (located at the interpretation section), that identify the real events
or entities that are observable within them. This way, the identification metadata performs
the connection between the more abstract concepts, which symbolize real world things, to
the segments of visual information where such things are observable;

& Interpretation – performs the definition of the set of events and entities which are
effectively observed within the captured visual information.

The following sub-section provide a description of the proposed COG metadata format, its
sections and elements.1

3.2.2 COG root

At the root of the defined metadata format is the Data element (presented in Fig. 2). It carries
sub-elements Capture, Detection, Identification and Interpretation which comprise the
previously referred metadata sections.

All elements of the metadata model possess an attribute that uniquely identifies them within
the model instance and enables inter-element referencing.

3.2.3 Capture

Each multi-view media object will be made up of video streams captured by n cameras
(identifiable as {C0…Cn}).

1 A more detailed description of the metadata model can be found in http://mat.inescporto.pt/wp-content/uploads/
2014/01/COG_metadata_model_schema.pdf
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Each camera (Ci) produces a video stream (possibly stored in a specific file), composed by

multiple (m) consecutive frames (identified as f Ci
1 ::: f Ci

m

� �
). Information describing these

aspects of the multi-view video object is stored in the Capture part of the COG format.
The Capture element (Fig. 3) includes attributes to express the duration of the videos and

their frame rate, duration and setspersecod respectively. Each FrameStream child elements
represents one of the captured video streams.

3.2.4 Detection

Detection corresponds to the most basic level of reality interpretation. It essentially comprises
the delineation of detections of specific visual patterns and shapes in the frames.

Fig. 1 Relationships between COG Levels

Fig. 2 COG Metadata root
schema
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The proposed model provides support for a multi-view detection. In such multi-
camera scenarios it is important (and expected), that they have a common time (or
clock signal). Only with this requirement is it possible to identify true relationships in
the captured frames, at any given time (i.e. identify that the captured realities refer to
the same thing). Hence, cameras should be configured so that frames from different
cameras pertaining to the same moment, have marginal time differences. As a result,

the acquired frames may be grouped into simultaneous sets, f C1
i ::: f Cn

i

� �
, where each

frame comes from a different stream/camera. During the image analysis process, the
captured frames of the same set, will be analysed for the detection of specific visual
objects. The data resulting from this process is expressed in the Detection part of the
COG metadata structure.

The Detection element (see Fig. 4a.) contains a sequence of DetectionSet elements, with each

element representing the set of visual detections: d
f
C1
1

1 :::d
f
C1
1

n

� ��
:::k g for frame 1 (i.e. {i=1}),

performed over a set of simultaneous frames f C1
i ::: f Cn

i

� �� �
, coming from different streams. For

example, these could be detections of people in different frames.
The id attribute of the DetectionSet uniquely identifies the element and is the time point,

(counting from capture starting time and expressed in milliseconds), at which the capture of the
frames of the DetectionSet takes place. Each Frame element within the DetectionSet repre-
sents a single frame (of a specific video stream), from a set of simultaneous frames.

Each such element carries the description of the graphical polygons that circum-

scribe the detected visual objects (i.e. d
f
C1
1

1 :::d
f
C1
1

n

� 	
), within that frame ( f C1

x respectively).

Hence, a Frame element contains a ts attribute that indicates the frame’s actual
capture time (in milliseconds), typically an offset with regard to the origin of the
stream), and Box elements, each representing a specific visual detection, delimited by
a polygonal box. For the Box element we have adopted a literature well established
form, and included the attributes x, y, w, h – coordinates of the centre, width and height.
Presently only quadrilateral polygons are supported, but that restriction may be overcome in the
future.

3.2.5 Identification

Identification comprises the recognition of associations between different detections, corre-
sponding to the same reality, and the establishment of connections to the concepts that pertain

Fig. 3 Capture metadata schema
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Fig. 4 Detection, identification and interpretation metadata
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to them. It comprises, for instance, the association of different detections (from different
simultaneous frames), of the same person, across different views (i.e. frames), and their linking
to the metadata that represents the concept of that person.

The detections performed at the previous phase ( d
f
C1
1

1 :::d
f
C1
1

n

� ��
:::k g) in each set of

frames enable the identification of the real entities or events registered in the detections and
their tracking across different, and consecutive, sets of frames. Hence, each set of detections,

performed over a simultaneous set of frames f C1
i ::: f Cn

i

� �
, enables the identification of a set of

realities (events or entities), definable as:

r
f
C1
1 ::: f Cn1ð Þ

1 …::r
f
C1
1 … f Cn1ð Þ

n

� 	

¼ ent
f
C1
1 … f Cn1ð Þ

1 …::ent
f
C1
1 … f Cn1ð Þ

n

� 	
þ ev

f
C1
1 … f Cn1ð Þ

1 …::ev
f
C1
1 … f Cn1ð Þ

n

� 	

This information is conveyed within the Identification section, which contains a series of
IdentificationSet elements. Each such element registers the identifications of a set of real
entities and events, observed within a specific set of simultaneous frames. The structure of
COG metadata, at the level of Identification, is graphically depicted in Fig. 4b. Each
EntityIdentification within the IdentificationSet element performs the declaration of the

identification of an entity across a specific set of detections entxð f
C1
y ::: f Cnyð ÞÞ, realized over

simultaneous frames (from the different streams that compose the multi-view video object). In
turn, each EventIdentification element performs the declaration of the identification of a

specific event across a specific set of detections evzð f
C1
y ::: f Cnyð ÞÞ, realized over simultaneous

frames.
The EntityIdentification and EventIdentification elements have the same internal structure,

which includes IdentifiedReality, a series of BasingDetection and RealPosition ele-
ments. The IdentifiedReality element references the element at the interpretation level
that describes the identified entity or event. Each BasingDetection element identifies a
detection (a section of a frame circumscribed by a box), which serves as a base to the
identification expressed by its parent element. It does so by referring the correspond-
ing Box element’s identifier (the value of the Box’s id attribute). The RealPosition
element expresses the estimated real position of the identified reality, according to
some specific reference coordinate system.

In this way, the detections made over images are bound to the definition of the entities and
events present in them by way of a separate level (the identification level). This enables a
decoupling between the two levels that makes it very easy to effect changes on either side,
without any need to alter the other.

3.2.6 Interpretation

Reality may be described as a set of events participated by entities. Events are temporally
limited occurrences, i.e. they have a beginning and an end time. Events may also contain sub-
events (for instance, a BRetail Shop Action^ event may comprise several BProduct Browsing^
events). Entities may be simple Bobjects^ (such as BClient^ or BProduct^), regarded as being
without internal sub-entities, or complex ones (such as BClient Group^), which do comprise
internal sub-entities (the individual BClients^).
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In a succinct manner, one may identify: temporally limited occurrences in which entities are
involved (events); and real or abstract objects (entities). Events may be sub-divided into atomic
(events devoid of any internal events) and composed ones (events which comprise internal
events). Entities may also be sub-divided into atomic and composed.

During the COG metadata production process, as new entities and events are detected and
identified, their representation is added to the Interpretation part of the metadata. As a result,
within the course of the processing of a multi-view video object, a set of entities {ent1.....entn}
and events {ev1.....evm} (belonging to a limited set of domain specific entities and events), will
be identified and declared within the Interpretation section. In the Identification part
of the metadata, information will be added performing the connection between the
Detection and Interpretation components, enabling a clear but flexible association
between image segments (defined at the Detection level), to concepts representing
entities and events.

The Interpretation element comprises an Entities element and an Events element, which
respectively contain the declaration of all relevant entities and events identified throughout the
full duration of the video streams. These elements contain a list of AtomicEntity and
ComposedEntity, in the case of the Entities element, and AtomicEvent and
ComposedEvent, in the case of the Events element. Each element of the list declares an
atomic or composed entity/event.

An AtomicEntity or ComposedEntity has several attributes including: enttype (the type of
entity in scope, e.g. BClient^ or BProduct^); beggtime (time instant in which it is considered
that the entity begins its presence within the context under observation); endtime (time instant
in which it is considered that the entity ends its presence within the context under observation).
It also includes a set of BasingIdentification where each elements indicates, a specific
identification, declared at the Identification level, of the entity in scope realized over a set
of simultaneous frames. The full set of all such identifications constitutes the identification of
the global participation of the entity in scope in the reality under observation. Finally, a set of
Atribute sub-elements convey the value of a characterizing parameter of the entity in scope.
That payload may also be semantic metadata (e.g. RDF) for furthering the conceptual
characterization of the comprising entity. The name of that parameter is specified in the name
attribute of the attribute element.

A ComposedEntity element has an additional set of SubEntity elements, whose attributes
contains the identifier of the sub-entity in scope, for instance, the identifier of a BClient^
(atomic entity) and the identification of the role played by the sub-entity in scope, within the
context of its including entity, e.g. BBuyer .̂

An AtomicEvent or ComposedEvent has several attributes, including: evtype (the type of
event in scope, such as BPurchase^); beggtime and endtime (same meaning as in AtomicEntity
stated, but applied to the atomic event). It also includes a set of BasingIdentification sub-
elements with the same meaning as in the AtomicEntity element. The AtomicEvent or
ComposedEvent have a set of InvolvedEntity sub-elements, with each element referencing
an entity, (atomic or composed), declared at the Identification, which is involved in the event
in scope. This element contains attributes to identify the involved entity, such as the identifier
of a BClient^ atomic entity, and the corresponding role within the context of the event in scope,
e.g. BBuyer .̂

Additionally, a ComposedEvent element has a set of SubEvent elements that reference
another event (atomic or composed), that is present within the Interpretation section and which
is part of the composed event in scope.
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The earlier described structure of the Interpretation part of the COG metadata, is graph-
ically depicted in Fig. 4c. Figure 5 illustrates the overall metadata structure that was defined
and how it integrates with the captured video content.

3.3 Employment example

Given its versatility the earlier described metadata format may be employed in a variety of
different scenarios. It may therefore be used for: annotating audio-visual content with
enriching, graphical and semantic, information (e.g. identification of characters and situations,
product identification for product placement based advertisement, etc.); definition of segments
or regions of interest within individual images, and tagging of semantic information to them
describing such things as, the entities (or their parts) visible in them, the position of such parts
(e.g. headpose), etc.; declaration of perceptual relationships between different image segments
from the same or different images.

In the specific field of object tracking on video, our format may be employed to express
(annotate), for each frame the dimensions and locations of the tracked objects, and, across frames,
the identities, characteristics and the events (actions) in which such entities are involved.

Within this particular context, the COG format may be employed, for instance, for the
expression (and subsequent sharing), of the results of automated video tracking of customers,
across time and multiple viewpoints (cameras), in a retail space. In this regard, Fig. 6
graphically describes the logical structure of the COG metadata describing a situation where
two clients are observed conversing, across a certain frame interval, from two different
cameras. In more technical terms, Fig. 6, describes a situation where two entities (of the
BClient^ type), and an event (of the BClient Conversation^ type), are visually detected, and
identified, in two sequential time instants (t = 880 ms and t = 920 ms), and from two different
viewpoints (recorded in two simultaneous frames). The visual detections are expressed as
Boxes within Frames within DetectionSets identified with ids 880 and 920, at the Detection
part of the metadata. The Identification part of the example performs (for both time instants)
the connection between related detections (visual detections of the same entity or event in
simultaneous frames), and between these and the Interpretation level concepts that identify
them (i.e. entities g1:entity1 and g1:entity2, and event g1:ev1). This example thus describes a,
simple, observed reality, in a multi-view video object, at two specific moments in time.

Fig. 5 Illustration of COG metadata structure
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4 Format validation

4.1 Introduction

The validation of the COG format and demonstration of its contribution to the CV field,
implies testing its practical employment in an illustrative usage domain, so as to show its
adequacy, usefulness and ease of use.

This way, during the process of definition and implementation of the COG format, a software
tool was developed to enable experimenting with it, in the specific domain of multiview video
surveillance of retail spaces. Specifically, the developed tool, the Metadata Manager (MM), which
comprises a COG metadata manipulation engine and a GUI (for user interaction), enables the
employment of the COG format for the expression of the information produced (by automatic
provisions outside the scope of this paper) through the analysis of the earlier multiview video data.

This tool has already enabled the employment of our model in, past and present, research
projects, for the expression of tracking information obtained from the automated analysis of
multiview video objects.

The MM prototype was equipped with the necessary capabilities to enable the production
of detection, identification and interpretation metadata. It was also equipped with the required

Fig. 6 Graphical depiction of a cog metadata structure
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provisions to enable the visualization of the metadata in scope, such as the graphical display of
enriching meta-information over video content (for instance, the graphical delimitation of
image segments, in motion, and in multiple different views, and the presentation of the identity
of the observed entity or event).

The MM is thus capable of building and changing COGmetadata documents, through input
manually provided by users (which operate over the videos of the different views), or through
input that is automatically produced. It is also capable of accessing and retrieving, the
produced information, and displaying it over a view under reproduction, in real time, enabling,
for example, the manual correction of automatically produced data.

4.2 Format employment

At the beginning of the annotation process, theMM automatically creates the metadata’s skeleton in
accordance with the number of views involved. This is composed of the base capture information
and by a set of empty DetectionSets and IdentificationSets. An empty DetectionSet and

IdentificationSet will be added for each set of simultaneous frames f C1
i ::: f Cn

i

� �� �
of each time

instant where a capture of frames occurs for the duration of the videos.
In the next step the operator adds all the specific concepts (describing events, or entities), which

may be provided upstart (e.g. the concepts pertaining to each of the individual BStaff
Members^ involved in the operation of a store, as well as to the available BProducts^,
and to the BPurchase^ events). This information is inserted at the Interpretation level
and becomes available to be associated to specific regions of specific frames, through-
out the duration of the videos.

At the next stage, the human operator, or an automatic mechanism, proceeds to annotate the
frames of each of the videos (illustrated in Fig. 7). This operation consists of defining
quadrangular segments over each individual frame, throughout each video, and of associating
them to the relevant entities or events, that were previously added to the interpretation section.
If the target entity or event, of an annotation of a specific frame segment, is not yet present in
the interpretation section, it is simply added.

Additionally, the quadrangular segment definition process, by a human operator, may be
made more expeditious by means of automatic completion mechanisms that enable the
operator to annotate (and associate to an entity or event) only some spaced-out (time-wise)
frame segments throughout the video.

This overall process results in the addition of Box elements (one for each quadrangular
segment), to the Frame elements (that correspond to the adequate view), of the DetectionSets
(that correspond to the adequate time instant within the videos).

Once the annotation of all views is done, the process of annotating the multi-view video
object, with information describing the visual detection of entities and events and their
identification, is completed. At this time it is possible to playback any of the views, showing
the annotated polygonal segments (superimposed over the video image). Figure 8 presents a
still of such an annotation enriched playback.

4.3 Results and performance

The developed software permitted the testing of the COG data model through its employment
within the context of different research projects (mentioned in the acknowledgments section)
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enabling its validation in the fields of ambient assisted living and retail space surveillance
(having the latter been chosen as the illustrative example of section 4).

Exploiting the capabilities of our datamodel, the developed software achieves an agile visual
annotation of the multiple views, as well as an easy and efficient association and dissociation of

Fig. 7 Image Segment Definition

Fig. 8 Metadata Enriched Playback
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the visual annotations to the entities and events that are observable in them. This is attained
because of the structural dissociation between the different logical levels of interpretative
metadata that it comprises. As the expression of detection data is structurally independent from
that of interpretation data (being connected to it by identification data), changing the identity of
the entity (e.g. identity of a specific customer) or event (specific observed customer action)
associated to a specific frame segment (ROI), or set of frame segments, is as simple as changing
a specific portion of identification data, or a set of them. This dissociation also enables a large
reduction in data redundancy as interpretation level data (entity and event declarations) need
only be present once, and all instances of their (specific entities or events) appearance in the
views, will be connected back to the same interpretation data portion.

The annotation process enabled by the application leads to the production of a metadata file
whose size depends on the duration and number of views, that comprise the multi-view video
object, as well as on the reality that is captured in such videos and on the subset of its aspects
that are to be effectively registered (detected, identified and interpreted). In an approximate
manner, in the context of the annotation of a multi-view capture of the action within a store,
where one intends to mark the image segments (and identify the entities present in them), that
correspond to a maximum of ten people (clients and staff), the file storing the annotations will
have a size of 5 MB per minute, for each view (which roughly corresponds to a 14 MB
footprint of RAM memory when loaded). This represents a greater memory consumption than
that of other tools (such as CVML as employed by VIPER software [16]), however it also
enables a much more dense annotation of media, and a far more efficient manipulation of that
annotation.

The loading of the annotations data from file to memory is done at an approximate rate of
34 MB/s. Once loaded onto memory, the sequential playback of any of the videos, with the
annotating information (the part of it which is graphically depictable), superimposed over it,
works smoothly. This is all the more remarkable as this process was tested on an hour long real
HD video, and not over, for instance, an animated sequence of low resolution photos for less
than a minute, as is the case for the VIPER project’s tools.

The obtained results demonstrate the flexibility of the model. They show how it enables an
agile and dense annotation of video, across multiple views, and an easy alteration and
manipulation of such annotations, be it at the detection (frame segment definition) or inter-
pretation (entity or event identification) levels. The results also demonstrate that the model is
perfectly adequate to support a real time access to its contents for their rendering over the
video. Overall, the attained results thus validate the adequacy of the defined metadata format.

5 Technical contributions

The COG language constitutes a comprehensive tool for the expression of computer vision
processing results as well as for the definition of ground-truth data for the training of CV
applications from various different areas of application. It thus fills a void in this area,
regarding the universal, polyvalent and coherent expression of such cognitions.

In a summary manner COG’s contributions are the following:

a) the structure of the COG format, which is loosely inspired by the process of natural
cognition, is more logically correct than existing alternatives. These randomly intermix the
expression of information pertaining to different levels of cognition, while COG performs
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an adequate separation and isolation of such different levels. This enables the isolation of
visual markings (frame ROIs), which are bound to their specific frames (and thus in a
temporally sequential manner), from logically higher aspects, such as the identifiers of the
realities enclosed in such markings. This isolation enables an easier alteration, manipula-
tion and interconnection of the overall extracted information, and avoids unnecessary
informational redundancies (characteristic of existing alternatives), that lead to added
work at the time of metadata manipulation/alteration.

b) stemming from a) the COG format enables several functionalities, such as an absolutely
expeditious correction of the identity or characteristics of an entity or event, without any
need to operate over the detection metadata (image segment defining metadata).
For instance, and considering the example depicted in Fig. 6, one may easily
change an entity’s description (e.g. g1:entity1), by altering the information inside
its declaring element, and without the need for any further alteration to the
metadata. Also, one may dissociate or associate an identification (e.g. 880:ent1)
to a detection (box 880:1:1) without changing anything at the detection level.
These examples illustrate the minimization of the impact that changes have on the
overall metadata file.

c) the isolation of the Interpretation information in its own level also enables and agilizes the
realization of high level searches for specific events and entities in the overall
metadata and, consequently in the visual content as well. For example, the
searching for all instances of the occurrence of events of type BClient
Conversation^, or for a specific BClient Conversation^ event, as well as for all
the intervals where a specific BClient^ entity is visible.

The possibility to perform this type of searches over the COG structure paves
the way for the expeditious realization of a broad set of studies and calculations
pertaining to patterns of events, or of entity behaviours, observable within a
specific video object.

d) in an innovative manner, the COG format also supports the coherently interrelated
expression of meta-information extracted from multi-view video objects, and facilitates
the playback of the visual aspects of that information, together with the video content, to a
video player.

e) additionally, the developed COG metadata manipulation module enables the employment
and exploitation of that metadata in a variety of contexts, and under stringent temporal
performance demands.

The development of the COG format, and its manipulation module, thus constitutes a
notable contribution for the CV field as it provides it with a tool for the standard and coherent
expression of its processing results, paving the way for the sharing of such results and the
development of large scale cooperative CV initiatives. This format will thus ease the work of
computer interpretation of reality facilitating its large scale employment in such fields of
application as the retail sector or sports. It may be used in those contexts, for example, to
define the ground-truth for CV mechanisms training and calibration, as well as for the
expression of their processing results and their sharing between different CV provisions for
workload distribution.
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6 Conclusions

The work, presented in this paper, comprised the development of a format for the expression of
the information extracted/inferred from video by computer vision applications. Its usefulness,
for CV tools lies in the fact that it provides a comprehensive and logically correct infrastructure
for such provisions to express/register the results of their work, i.e., to express their visual
detections and their interpretations of such detections.

The COG format presents a more logically correct structure than existing alternatives. It
performs a separate registration of the information that pertains to the different levels of
cognition enabling a more adequate manipulation and interconnection of that information.
The format in scope, unlike most existing ones, also supports the coherent expression of the
information extracted from multi-view video objects, as well as it eases the playback of that
information together with the annotated video.

The work here described comprised also a software tool developed for the manipulation of
computer vision metadata registries (including those associated to multi-view content), struc-
tured in accordance with the developed format. This tool enabled the validation of the
usefulness and adequateness of the devised format, as it demonstrated how simply and
efficiently the metadata may be produced and manipulated. It also proved the ease of access
to the computer vision information expressed in the devised format, as it performed a real-time
loading and playback of meta-information over the associated video content (single or multi-
view), in scenarios characterized by high density metadata and HD video [1].

Our work therefore contributes, very relevantly, to the development of a common language
for the description of CVexperiences and for the communication of such experiences between
collaborative and distributed CV provisions.

Nevertheless, there is room for improvement, both for the conceived format as well as for
the implemented software tool. The COG format would benefit from a reduction of its
verbosity leading to a lesser volume of data and making its manipulation easier. This may
possibly be attained by eliminating empty DetectionSets and IdentificationSets or by writing
the COG metadata in a specifically devised binary format, instead of text.

Furthermore, the manner in which the COG metadata is stored to disk, read from it,
serialized and deserialized, needs to be altered so that the performance of the Metadata
Manager, pertaining to the loading and saving speed of annotation data, may be
improved. This may be attained by: changing COG so that it enables the splitting-
up of the registered information (particularly that of detection and interpretation), into
multiple independent files that may be loaded, altered and saved in a piecemeal
manner (this however, may present some file management and handover issues);
though the employment of a dedicated xml binding tool; or through the employment
of a database for metadata storage.

Another desirable improvement is to enable the frame segments defined in COG to have
shapes other than quadrangular ones, which presently is not supported.
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